
FACEBOOK CHAT REVIEWS: 

BOYHOOD 
 

Today 

  
 6:10pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 I thought boyhood was really special 

 I left feeling as though I hadn't seen anything else like it, you know? 

  
 6:11pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 absooolutely! Never seen anything like it, probably wont see anything like it again. A 

pure joy 

  
 6:12pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 Did you wonder why nobody had any hint of a southern accent 

  
 6:12pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 And I love that nothing super dramatic or tragic happened. It was just a glimpse into little 

moments of life 

 hahahah! thats a good point 

  
 6:12pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 Or why the daughter had those big brown eyes if the two parents were blue eyed? I don't 

know why I noticed that 

 Yeah, it really was just a series of snapshots. No real plot arc 

 It was deeply sad though 

 The end with the mom 

 She spent her whole life, like she said, being someone's daughter or someone's mom 
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 6:13pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 oh yeah. which is crazy, cuz she seemed to be the one who had it all figured out 

 And my god, what a prick that first husband was. he was, like, unsettlingly cruel 

  
 6:14pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 I know! I knew it from the beginning 

 Douche 

  
 6:15pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 The look on the kids face getting his hair cut was brushing 

 crushing* 

  
 6:15pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 I actually found the main character, the teenage boy, somewhat irritating--maybe 

because i related to his silly teenage sensibility as a creative person who thinks he's 

super cool 

  
 6:16pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 haha yeah, I totally got that. I actually super connected to what his teacher told him in the 

darkroom. A few teachers here and there more or less said the same things in high 

school 

  
 6:16pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 He wasn't a bad kid but I found his teenage tendencies annoying, which was the point 

and perhaps means he was effective--he spoke to a truth I was familiar with 
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 6:17pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 Yeah its true. I feel like, no matter who you are, how old you are, etc, thres at least one 

aspect from this film that youll relate to 

  
 6:17pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 That shit in the car about ya know, how everything is a conspiracy 

 How Facebook sucks 

  
 6:17pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 hahahaha yep 

  
 6:17pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 Every teenager thinks they're all subversive 

 For thinking those things 

  
 6:17pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 Everything just felt so real 

  
 6:18pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 I found the ending interesting, an odd place to stop 

 I didn't expect it to end there 

  
 6:18pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 Yeah, I guess the 'moments' line kind of summed it all up 
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 6:18pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 Yeah it did. I heard the actors helped with the script to some degree 

 I also liked Ethan hawke's character, I thought I wouldn't 

 I liked that speech about the black album 

  
 6:19pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 Oh for sure! I can see that. I was wondering what exactly the script for this looked like. It 

was all banking on the kid, Mason, pretty much. What he would become as he grew up 

in real life would direct the narrative a bit. Props to Linklater for picking that kid 

  
 6:20pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 Apparently the girl that played the daughter was linklaters kid? 

  
 6:20pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 Oh my god yeah, I loved Hawke in it. They could've gone so many routes with him but he 

was just a down to earth, super likable (probably the most likable Hawke's ever been) 

and funny guy. And the black album was great. There's no favorite Beatle! 

 Yep! Lorelei Linklater, I think? 

  
 6:21pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 At first when he yelled at mason about the bumpers at the bowling alley 

 I was like, Oy this guys a tool 

  
 6:21pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 hahaha yeah 
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 6:22pm 

 Gina Mingione 

 Yeah, the movie was life 

 That's the best way I can explain it 

  
 6:22pm 

 Kevin James Redding 

 Yep, nothing extraordinary happens, just like life. It was such a real, raw, unhinged 

depiction of life 
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